Let’s make it Clear

Clear was founded in 2018 to remove transactional friction for B2B trade.
Our solution environment enables true data confidentiality allowing smart
B2B contracts to be created and executed automatically, thus enhancing
industry efficiency and driving new revenue opportunities across global
industries.

Scalable Multilayer Blockchain
Fast & Scalable

Clear’s Solution

Clear integrates a shared blockchain
with smart contracts, 2nd layer storage,
and generalized state channel
implementations, which allow data to be
transacted directly between parties with
only a limited number reaching the
shared network.

Privacy
A Key for Every Contract
Commercial data in the Clear network is
accessible to participating parties
exclusively while retaining the
enforcement that the shared blockchain
provides such as preventing disputes
automatically.

DLT Agnostic
Interoperable Tech Stack
Clear’s tech stack is blockchain agnostic,
which means every industry can migrate to
a different DLT at any point in time. As
blockchain technologies mature and new
capabilities are created, industries could
very well choose unique and different DLTs
for their networks.

Our Solutions
Solution Value Proposition:
Eliminates go-to-market obstacles
from operationalization to monetization

Reduces hard and soft dollar operational
expenses, delays and inefficiencies

Mitigates the need for multi-system
integration, reconciliation, auditing

Orchestrates additional revenue streams,
accelerates sales, enhances profitability

Telecom

Industry Solutions:
The Problems:

Clear Solution Results:

1.

Voice Traffic Settlement Cycles

Reduces settlement cycle of international voice
traffic from weeks of manual settlement labor,
review, and discrepancy mapping to mere
minutes – while simultaneously diminishing both
fraud and errors.

2.

Roaming Settlements & Reconciliation

Enables automated contract settlement and
reconciliation for roaming agreements.
Simplifies work-efforts, creates operational
efficiencies, reduces reconciliation cycles.
Paves the path for IoT Roaming services and
additional revenue opportunities.

3.

On-Demand Service Offerings

Enriches the Power of mobile 5G, edge
computing and network virtualization with
commercial frameworks for Real-Time Quoting,
Ordering, Invoicing, Payment, - Accelerating
Sales and Revenue Orchestration

4.

Anti-Fraud, Revenue Loss

Leveraging Blockchain immutability – fraud is
mitigated and combated on multiple fronts
(Simbox, Bypass, OBR, IFRS) – saving you and
the entire Telecom industry billions in lost
revenue
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Have Questions? Email us at:
info@clearx.io

